
EVERGUARD Benefits
EVERGUARD fabrics feature a plant based, stain 
resistant finish that repels liquids and most stains. 

Clean in place. EVERGUARD privacy curtain’s 
unique finish allows you to easily wipe away 
most fluids and stains.

Made without the use of Polyethylene or PFAS Made without the use of Polyethylene or PFAS 
chemicals, EVERGUARD privacy curtains are 
launderable, and recyclable.

Passes NFPA 701.
*All components are Healthier Hospital Initiative 
compliant

WITHIN REACH AND EVERGUARD
EVERGUARD privacy curtains are easy to wipe 
clean but for those times when you do need to 
launder them, the WITHIN REACH snap panel 
system allows you to change out soiled panels 
for fresh in minutes. 

Standard sized 66” panels fit throughout your Standard sized 66” panels fit throughout your 
facility, reducing misfits, storage, and the need 
to ladders or special tools.

Contact your Phoenix Representative today to 
discuss how adding EVERGUARD privacy 
curtains can save you money and request a 
swatch or demonstration.

Stain and liquid repellant, making it 
easy to clean in place.

Change the way you clean privacy 
curtains with a wipe. EVERGUARD 
privacy curtains are engineered to 
resist stains and repel liquids. 

Spend less time replacing soiled privacy 
curtains and save money on laundering.

Designer inspired patterns that are on 
both sides of the curtain.

WIPEABLE, DURABLE,
AND EASY TO CLEAN
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Fabric Properties and Benets:
Wipeable fabric with plant-based stain resistant nish
Passes NFPA 701
All components are Healthier Hospital Initiative compliant
Printed on both sides with any design
No polyethylene
No PNo PFAS chemicals
Launderable
Recyclable
72” wide

Recommended Disinfectants:
Bleach based wipes
Isopropyl Alcohol 70%
LLysol cleaner, sprays and wipes
Oxivir Cleaner and wipes
Sani-Cloth wipes

Washing Instructions:
Wash with water temperature not to exceed 160̊
Do not use caustic soap or fabric softener
Do not overload dryer/remove immediately after cycle is complete 
AApproved for 50 commercial wash cycles
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Seamist

Blissful

SmokeGreen

Fog

Perhaps

MoroccoSeafoam
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